
4 Menus To Travel in times of Covid. I have always loved eating outdoors. I have done it in 
every continent, with all kinds of people, but my best pitching companion is my husband 
Alberto. Our first trips, over thirty years ago, were always on a perfectly restored Willis and 
with a basket to be savoured in our Alpine woodlands.
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- Why picnics? -

It seems liIt seems like food gets a whole different taste outdoors... I have 

no scientific skills to explain why - it is the result of long years of 

experimentation. That sudden gust, the splash of seawaves that 

makes up for the lack of salt, that troublesome wasp that tries 

to steal my ham ... Could it be that the unpredictable adds a cer-

tain suspense to the meal? In short, I think flavours are more in-

tense when immersed in the sky. And then we don't have to 

wwait, we are able to take what we want in the doses we want, 

and we can also talk about very secret topics without anyone 

hearing us.

Another good reason is this post-emergency time (we hope it 

really is a post-) and the numerous limitations we face every 

day. Being able to eat outdoors helps to limit the spread of the 

virus and avoid crowds. Of course, let us still enjoy and support 

restaurants, who can always adapt to the times by selling ma-

gnificent picnic baskets!

And then there’s the economic aspect. A well-prepared picnic 

with simple food has a very low cost, allowing us to enjoy diffe-

rent tastes and making us feel special. If we happen to be with a 

large group of friends, going out may not be suitable for everyo-

ne – and so the picnic wolves the problem, because everyone 

can easily bring something!



- The art of picnics: the place-

Choosing where to have our picnic is a fundamental element, as 

much as the food. It sounds like a trivial definition, but it isn't. 

We must not limit ourselves to the thought of a checkered blan-

ket on the lawn of a park with only a basket. 

The place we choose will determine the success of our picnic. If 

we know the goal, we can already define our foothold. On the 

other hand, we can rely on “chance” if we are not sure what the 

final destination is.

 

AnAnother variable is the how we get there. If we go by car, we will 

not have weight problems. We may not have a bright red Spider, 

but we can work with what we have. In the case of an outing by 

foot, we will have to plan food and drinks to be carried in 

backpacks. So a lighter setup will be ideal.

AA wooden table with benches is usually thought of as the ideal 

solution. I disagree: it recalls the dining room too much, and 

some of the poetry is lost. Well, if we have people with reduced 

mobility and other disabilities, we will have to go for the table. I 

really like stones, both rocks along the sea and rocks in the 

mountains. In this case a few small cushions will be useful. Even 

the trunks on the ground dan be nice nice, but they must be co-

vvered with a bag to avoid resin! 



What’s importanti is to find a flat, central place to place the food 

and drinks, and the possibility of sitting scattered for all partici-

pants.

On site, some recommendations cannot be missing. Let’s check 

that there are no wasp nests or beehives nearby; ham and 

melon attract all sorts of insects! Let’s not place food near an 

anthill. Avoid places that are too humid. Choose a good sun / 

shade situation, so that everyone feels comfortable. If we can 

go near a stream, it will turn into a perfect fridge for drinks and 

fruit.

The most importaThe most important element when choosing the place is un-

doubtedly the landscape. If an infinite space extends before our 

eyes, our imagination can run and take us far away. So go to the 

open spaces!

- The art of picnics: the theme -

Did lockdown restrictions make us feel caged? Does not being 

able to go where we want seem to take away our freedom? 

Maybe the crisis has weighed on our finances and we can't go 

on vacation? Let's not shut ourselves in a room complaining and 

remaining in the shadows! Let's take the initiative and travel with 

imagination and taste...



If you haven't tried it, you have to do it now, the result is guaran-

teed.

Even a few steps from home we can find a corner with a beauti-

ful view that can take us with the imagination to the places we 

dream of. You could tell me: "That’s easy for you, Heidi of the 

Alps, living in the dreamy Dolomites!". And what about those 

who live in a big city? There too there are special places: terra-

ces, roofs with a view, hidden parks, zoos, aquariums, cour-

tyards ... Sure, it's better to go out into the outdoors, but even 

that broken wall, in front of that beautiful graffiti, has its value. Or 

the bench in front of the oldest monument in the city. And if it is 

hot, near the fountain (if there are no absurd prohibitions) can be 

the place where we build our dream place.

Again, the important thing is good and simple food, special 

company, a particular place. Then let's move on to building the 

menu for our dream picnic. So we come to the choice of the 

theme. In this first booklet we will make a "geographical jour-

ney"; later we will deal with history, art, music ...

In In my travels I have collected some atmospheres, certain fla-

vours, traits of history, emotions that I try to transfer to the 

simple menu of my picnic.

The CThe Côte d'Azur makes me resurface in the wind, walks among 

the brooms, splashes of blue sea, encounters among the palm 

trees along the promenade, the red rocks of the Estrelle, laven-

der, film festivals, awards ... The Alps, and the Dolomites in parti-

cular, bring me back to my natural environment, to the places 



where I was born, to the woodlands that I first breathed in life, to 

the rock that saw me climb the most beautiful walls.

The deserts The deserts of Arizona, the wild west, the ruby-colored stones 

have given me so much. There, following in the footsteps of 

Father Kino (founder of Arizona, who went there from Trentino in 

the seventeenth century) we had one of the most beautiful pic-

nics ever with Alberto, an unmissable companion for outings 

and life, and with Andrea, the day when the pupil surpassed the 

teacher.

Petra, one of the wonders of the world, in the heart of the 

Middle Eastern desert, brought me back in contact with ancient 

history, among Nabataean caravans, Roman soldiers and sand 

raiders. The Indiana Jones-style picnic can give us a boost of 

energy in the gray of a difficult everyday life.

- The art of picnics: -
within the waves and the scents of the Côte d'Azur

The mThe motivation for a picnic on the red rocks by the sea between 

Saint Tropez and Cannes is not a matter of poetry, but of 

budget: the cost of a full meal in a good restaurant is really high. 

Our daily budget didn't allow it, so we found that the picnic 

could give us even more! Then choose a stone close to home, 

perhaps by the lake, if you have more nearby. If you are lucky 



enough to live near the sea, you don't have the problem and 

can go to the most beautiful rock.

HHere the cut is very romantic, so the company should be limited 

to the person you love. Well, not just that - take the opportunity 

to impress whoever you want to conquer. Creativity far outwei-

ghs the economic value, and if the person judges you negati-

vely for not spending money at the restaurant, then they won't 

be the right person for you.

You can prepare some nice songs on your phone, to start at the 

right time. 



Nothing too cheesy; I prefer some rock, or go the opposite di-

rection with classic French music from the Sixties to create the 

tropezienne atmosphere. The important thing is to give cha-

racter to the picnic

MATERIALS - Choose a colour for your picnic, to recreate with 

napkins and any wild flowers. For the Côte d'Azur you can go for 

lemon yellow, lavender violet or red, and white checkered port 

tavern style.

*Foam pads - rocks are usually pointy!

*Bamboo planets - they can be found anywhere and you can 

wash them to reuse. 

*Wine glasses - fundame*Wine glasses - fundamental

*recyclable cutlery and napkins

If you can, create a glass with a bouquet of rosemary, sage and 

thyme or oregano

Here, the basket to put everything you need is a must.

INGREDIENTS - For the first part, the aperitivo:

*1 b*1 bottle of sparkling wine or prosecco (if you are almost teeto-

tal, take a small one).

* Olives of various colours and sizes, which you will put in a 

bamboo plate.

* A homemade sauce: make it by chopping olives, anchovies 

and, if you’d like, a little bit of garlic.



* Croutons - you can prepare them the night before with old 

bread, soaked in oil and passed in the oven or pan.

For the main "dish", a super stuffed sandwich:

* 2 baguettes, loaves of bread.

* Coarse-cut cooked ham without preservatives.

* Some good cheese, like brie.

* Cherry tomatoes.

* Pickled aube* Pickled aubergined (or any other pickled thing, depending on 

your taste)

* To alternate the sparkling wine, prepare a good squeezed 

lemon juice.

For dessert:

* If you don't want to prepare it, buy pastries.

** The day before, you can prepare a soft brioche with pieces of 

peach - the last few minutes of cooking, cover it with sugar and 

a little butter to make the crust.

And the rest of the evening ... we don't want to know. Have a 



- The art of picnics: -
The Backpack Among Edelweiss

LLet's play at home. I was born in the mountains and spent the 

first few years of my life rolling around blueberry bushes, cow 

bequests and wasp nests. The first outings with Alby were just 

picnics in the woods, and the drawings of my daughters were 

always mountain-themed. 

I do nI do not propose the theme of rocks, because when we did rock 

climbing the meal of the new-generation climber consisted of 3 

walnuts and two prunes... Instead, let's go to the meadows sur-

rounded by fir and larch trees, with bright green grass and 

peaks as a side dish. If you can, go to the mountains of course, 

but if you are in town choose a terrace for this picnic.

The alpine meadow is ideal for families, for those with small 

children, but also those who want to be alone can be inspired 

by the silence of the mountains. Personally, lockdown has made 

me addicted to silence, and I can't get used to being among 

people, so this summer I will definitely opt for the Alpine picnic.

WheWherever you are, spread out one of those plaid blankets that 

our Alpine mothers always kept in the trunk of the car in case of 

a sudden storm.



MATERIALS

* A backpack always makes a scene if you are in town and want 

to get inspired by the mountains.

* Replace the plates with aluminium trays, which resemble sol-

diers' bowls.

* Aluminium cups instead of glasses and a folding knife.

* A small gas stove - if you don't have it, bring a flask for coffee 

and eat the rest cold.

* Bialetti Moka (I advertise a brand that has made our history 

and which risks disappearing submerged in polluting capsules), 

ready with coffee - you will add water before turning on the gas.

Don't forget the lighter ... It happens often. And bring a small 

wooden cutting board.

INGREDIENTS - INGREDIENTS - For the aperitivo:

*a slice of speck, which you will cut into thin strips.

* a little cheese to be diced.

* a couple of pickled gherkins.



*ba few slices of black bread.

* a full-bodied red wine, like teroldego.

The main dish, if you have the stove, will attract all the neigh-

bors for its good smell:

- two slices of polenta each - you can cook it the night before, 

or buy it already done, in this case prepare it already sauteed in 

butter with a little sage and rosemary.

- a sausage or two per person - prepare these too already 

cooked, just heat them up again on the spot. The frankfurter 

could be a cheaper alternative, but less impactful.

- the- the vegetarian variant can be two slices of soft cheese such as 

tosella, to be melted in a pan.

- if you find them in the store, a forkful of sauerkraut will help - 

sauerkraut is very healthy.  Cook them the night before for an 

hour with a diced apple, a little white wine and broth.

Dessert, if you still have space:

**strudel should not be missing - you can prepare it on the fly, 

even in the morning before leaving, filling a rectangular puff 

pastry with sliced apples, cinnamon, pine nuts and a little sugar. 



Spread the pastry with a little breadcrumbs to absorb the li-

quids from the apple.

Finish with a good coffee from your moka, and for the older 

ones a drop of grappa.

And your Alpine picnic will be a guaranteed success! When we 

were little we had short leather trousers with straps and a scarf 

tied on our heads.

- The art of picnics: -
The Horizons Of The Wild West, Between Rocks And Canyon

The picnic in laThe picnic in large parks, thanks to the thefts of Yogi Bear, is 

very much present in our imagination. Looking well, we also find 

the stewed beans from the bonfires of the border bandits. We 

did one of the most beautiful picnics ever in Arizona, in the 

midst of the red rock towers background of the most beautiful 

western movies, with cacti and coyotes. 

ItIt was prepared by Andrea, the young one in our group, who had 

ventured into a fusion of deserts on the border with Mexico. 

That time we were there on the side of the Indians, on tour with 

Alby's guitar and the film about Father Kino, a Trentino missio-

nary and founder of the state of Arizona, who always defended 

Natives from slavery.



If you are in the city, choose a place overlooking the skyscra-

pers. If you can go outside, go to an open space, perhaps a 

large lawn. If you have the possibility to have a bonfire in a pro-

tected area, choose the night picnic - a real thrill! And if you are 

as lucky as me, with a guitarist and singer as a husband, rely on 

live music.

The music playlist here is really important, indeed it is essential. 

Get creative with Neil Young, Don McLean, Eagles, Jackson 

Browne, and so on and so forth.

MATERIALS

IIf you opt for the bonfire, bring everything you need for that, in-

cluding a bottle of water to extinguish the embers well. If you do 

it during the day, a small plastic tablecloth to keep desert dust 

away.

* For everyone, coloured bandanas to create the atmosphere 

are essential. 

* A small stove to heat the beans.

* * Sticks for sticking in sausages or pieces of cheese.

* Bamboo plates, recyclable cutlery and cardboard cups.



INGREDIENTS

Starter:

* a bag of tortilla chips.

* a little spicy sauce or an avocado sauce (you can blend avoca-

do, lemon and salt).

*slices of cheese strudel, prepared first with the pastry, covered 

with thin slices of zucchini and soft cheese, in the oven for 15 

minutes.

* Fresh beer and Coke.

The main dish should be composed well, being careful not to 

overturn it:

* a good portion * a good portion of stewed beans with bacon, slightly spicy, pre-

pared the night before and reheated – alternatively, the light 

version can include a bean salad with onion.

* Flame skewers with sausage, or wurstel or cheese cubes alter-

nating with cherry tomatoes

* slices of "carne salada", if you can find it.



The dessert:

* at the bonfire, why not try melting marshmallows? A classic, 

but always a treat. 

* otherwise, I recommend a nice slice of watermelon to lighten 

and freshen up.

* a good soluble "American" coffee, prepared in the thermos

LLet yourself be carried away by music, company and happiness 

on this trip to Arizona. A tip: download the music of Anthony 

Mazzella, a great guitarist who lives in Sedona and composes 

the soundtracks of our journeys.



- The art of picnics:-
Middle East Emotions And Perfumes

The scent of cinnamon, zatar, turmeric… And we are immediately 

in the Middle East, between yellow-pink stones and stone de-

serts, among the ruins of ancient civilizations. 

We probably can't physically go there, especially in this period, 

but we can bring the emotions back to our picnic. If we live in a 

city with Roman ruins, we could go as close as possible and 

keep them as a backdrop. 

Otherwise, we can opt for the 

benches of an abandoned fo-

otball field and think back to 

the chariot races and the an-

cient stadiums of the Middle 

East.

To fully understand and enjoy 

this type of picnic, you need an 

adventurous partner or very tru-

sted friends who are used to 

traveling and longing for myste-

rious tales, incense, steam 

baths and the gold chains of 

Queen Zenobia.



MATERIALS

If you have a mat of pure silk, use it. Alternatively, beach cotton 

towels.

* Recyclable saucers and cutlery, bamboo works here too.

* Many small containers, reminiscent of bowls.

* A thermos with mint tea and some small little glasses.

* Ple* Plenty of napkins.

For those who choose a refined touch, bring some jasmine in-

cense sticks.

INGREDIENTS

OuOur Middle Eastern picnic will recall the “meze”, the appetizers 

in small bowls that cover the table of the most beautiful restau-

rants in Damascus. Therefore we will have a single dish, but very 

varied.

* the night before, prepare some pitas, they will lean on the 

saucer and become the actual dish. You can use the pizza 

dough, divide it into loaves, then roll it like wraps. It should be 

cooked in a very hot plate and sprinkled with zatar, or oregano, 

salt and oil.



* Hummus cannot be missing. If you can prepare it at home it is 

much better: blend the boiled chickpeas, sesame oil, lemon, 

salt and hot water well.

* In another container we prepare the tzaziki. To make it at 

home: grate a peeled cucumber, squeeze it, add Greek yogurt, 

a little garlic, salt, a drizzle of oil and lemon juice to taste

** Another bowl with diced feta, seasoned with a little extra virgin 

olive oil and oregano

* If you want to overdo it, bring some chickpea patties

* Thinly sliced tomatoes without seeds, seasoned with lots of 

basil

* A large amount of olives

* A few hard-boiled eggs

** Wine would not be suitable, better to go for a little kefir or a 

lime and mint juice.

For dessert I would go for a good ripe melon.

Followed by healthy dates, without added sugar, to be enjoyed 

with mint tea.



At the end of the picnic it is VITAL 

to clean everything in the best 

possible way. There is no art of the 

picnic that leaves something more 

than crumbs. And if you have lit a 

fire, check a thousand times that it 

is perfectly extinguished before  

leleaving the place. 

I hope the art of picnics: 4 menus 

in Covid times has served to bri-

ghten your day.


